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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces the concept of crowd storage, the idea 
that digital files can be stored and retrieved later from the 
memories of people in the crowd. Similar to human mem
ory, crowd storage is ephemeral, which means that storage is 
temporary and the quality of the stored information degrades 
over time. Crowd storage may be preferred over storing infor
mation directly in the cloud, or when it is desirable for infor
mation to degrade inline with normal human memories. To 
explore and validate this idea, we created WeStore, a system 
that stores and then later retrieves digital files in the existing 
memories of crowd workers. WeStore does not store informa
tion directly, but rather encrypts the files using details of the 
existing memories elicited from individuals within the crowd 
as cryptographic keys. The fidelity of the retrieved informa
tion is tied to how well the crowd remembers the details of the 
memories they provided. We demonstrate that crowd storage 
is feasible using an existing crowd marketplace (Amazon Me
chanical Turk), explore design considerations important for 
building systems that use crowd storage, and outline ideas for 
future research in this area. 
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INTRODUCTION 
People are increasingly interested in controlling the lifetime 
of their digital data. Corporate data retention policies set fixed 
lifetimes on data to reduce costs and liability. Ephemeral 
photo-sharing services make shared images unavailable af
ter a short amount of time. SnapChat1 users now share more 
than 350 million photos per day. Despite this interest, it is 
difficult to guarantee that information stored in the cloud is 
really deleted [3, 11]2 . Tying data retrieval to human mem
ory, which decays over time, could be useful for creating 
ephemeral cloud-based storage mechanisms. 
1www.snapchat.com 
2SnapChats were found to be recoverable http://gu.com/p/3fpk8/tw 
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This paper introduces and validates crowd storage, the idea 
that arbitrary digital information (or cryptographic keys al
lowing access) can be programmatically stored in and re
called from the collective memories of people in the crowd. 
Digital artifacts stored in this way decay (like human memo
ries do [4]), which allows for parameterizable ephemerality. 
We began with the idea of storing data directly in the crowd, 
i.e., crowd members remembered a set of bits, but found that 
workers were unable to reliably remember data out of context 
(a similar problem occurs with passwords [12]). Rather than 
directly storing information, crowd members provide and re
member a key derived from their existing memories. Details 
of your memory of having coffee with a friend may help se
cure a stranger’s photograph. 

The WeStore system introduced in this paper uses the same 
basic cryptographic setup as the Vanish system [3], which al
lows users to set a lifetime on their data by encrypting the 
data and then placing the n keys used to decrypt it in the dis
tributed hash table of a large Vuze BitTorrent network. The 
hash tables periodically remove old data; to decrypt the data 
at least k of the keys must be retrieved from the network be
fore they disappear. Vanish may be defeated by participating 
as a node in the network and recording the keys before dele
tion [11]. WeStore stores its keys not in easily queried public 
nodes but in the heads of a distributed crowd of people that 
are much more difficult (and costly) for an adversary to query. 

Crowd workers are often treated as anonymous and difficult 
to bring back, but in practice groups of workers recruited for 
specific tasks are often quite small. Keeping a consistent 
workforce allows knowledge to be passed along from one 
group to the next more easily via crowd memory [6]. Prior 
work has found it useful to retain a particular worker once 
they have learned how to do a specific task [7]. Crowd stor
age leverages the memories of crowd workers too, but to store 
information rather than to support a human computation task. 

Our contributions are the following: 

•	 We introduce the concept of crowd storage and WeStore, a 
system that demonstrates the feasibility of the idea. 

•	 We illustrate that it is possible to bring crowd workers back 
over long periods of time (up to 2 years) on a particular 
existing crowd marketplace (Amazon Mechanical Turk). 

•	 We present the results of a 30-day WeStore experiment in 
which we store information in the crowd and then extract 
it again later, including a number of results related to indi
vidual components suggesting areas of future research. 
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Figure 1. The WeStore system for crowd storage. Digital information, e.g. photographs, are input into the system. They are encrypted and then 
stored in the cloud (S3). The key for decrypting the information is encrypted with all k-combinations of crowd workers’ responses to a memory survey. 
To retrieve the information, a quorum of the crowd workers are brought back to complete the survey again. Information is returned at a fidelity 
corresponding to how many workers returned and were able to answer the survey the same as they did before. 

WESTORE 
The WeStore system is a crowd-powered ephemeral storage 
system in which a digital file is stored, gradually decays, and 
is eventually lost (Figure 1). 

The first component elicits information about existing mem
ories from a crowd worker using a 24-question survey split 
across 3 pages. The first page asks the worker to think of an 
experience that happened “yesterday,” “last month,” or “last 
year,” and give it a short title and description. The timeframe 
prompt parameterizes the storage, under the hypothesis that 
the longer someone has already remembered something, the 
longer they are likely to continue remember it. The second 
page of the survey asks 20 general questions about the event, 
such as what city it took place in, the first name of someone 
else who was there, a description of the weather, what the 
person did immediately before/after, etc. Importantly, these 
are recorded as short strings of natural language. They are 
designed so that many possible answers could be provided, 
which would make them difficult to guess, although we have 
not done a formal security analysis. Finally, the third page 
asks the worker to repeat the answers to two random ques
tions from the prior page and to verify when the event oc
curred, e.g. “last month.” If these are answered incorrectly, 
the task is rejected and another crowd worker is recruited. 

The answers from the survey are then used as keys to encrypt 
the data that is to be stored. Because we cannot rely on being 
able to bring every crowd worker back and because we cannot 
rely on every crowd worker remembering the answers to each 
question, WeStore uses a storage and retrieval approach that 
requires only a quorum of crowd workers to remember their 
part of the key. Just as the rate at which we can bring workers 
back is likely to be dependent on the source of crowd workers, 
so is the rate of correct answers likely to be dependent on the 
question. We can predict these based on prior experience with 
the questions, although just like human memories, there is no 
guarantee that past performance will match future results. 

The questions that need to be answered correctly also need 
to be decided in advance of storage. For instance, based on 
our experience with the system, we found that good results 

were obtained from requiring at least 5 crowd workers to re
call correct answers to 3 specific questions (Figure 2) from 
the original 20 question list. We leave the problem of set
ting these more systematically to future work. Each survey 
answer is then processed to make it easier for the person to 
reproduce it in the future by removing punctuation, convert
ing to lowercase, removing stop words, stemming each word, 
and finally removing spaces and vowels, in that order. The 
key for each worker is the concatenation of the standardized 
answers for the chosen questions. 

Few encryption algorithms available today allow data to be 
decrypted when only a subset of the keys are provided, and 
all such algorithms current require all the keys to be carefully 
generated by a single source [9]. This approach is used by 
Vanish. For WeStore, we want the keys to be generated by 
different sources (the crowd workers) and based on their own 
natural language descriptions of their memories. To support 
this functionality, WeStore first encrypts the information to be 
stored using an automatically-generated master key, and then 
encrypts the master key with every possible correct combinao r 

ntion of workers , ordered by worker identifier. Althoughk 
the number of combinations can become extremely large, it 
stays within reasonable bounds in practice. For instance, if 
we store a file using 50 crowd workers, expect to bring back 
40%, and 30% answer all of the questions correctly, then that o r

50means k ≤ 50 × 30% × 20% = 3. = 19, 600. Using3 
AES-256 to encrypt these key combinations took 104 seconds 
and required 744Kb to store the resulting encrypted keys. 

Humans do not generally recall all or nothing of an event, but 
rather lose detail over time. WeStore can emulate this behav
ior by storing several versions of the data at different levels 
of fidelity with increasingly difficult requirements for recall
ing the higher-fidelity versions. For JPEG images (a lossy 
format), fidelity is can be controlled by varying the compres
sion rate. We found experimentally that compression rates of 
between 0.03 and 0.12 yield the largest noticeable effect (lev
els below or above these look visually similar). Added blur 
enhances the effect. WeStore can store and encrypt multiple 
images at different compression levels tied to the numbers 



of workers required to unlock that level, for instance only 2 
workers may be required to unlock the image at compression 
level 0.03, whereas unlocking the image at compression level 
1.0 (no compression) might require 6 workers. 

At the time of decryption, WeStore attempts to bring the 
workers recruited at storage time back, prompts those that 
reply with their provided memory title and description, and 
then asks them to complete the survey again. It then con
structs each combination of possible keys based on the re
sponses that came in. For Amazon Mechanical Turk, all of 
the workers recruited at storage time are assigned a qualifica
tion so that only they may contribute to unlocking the file at 
retrieval time. WeStore then sends them an email asking them 
to complete the follow-up survey, using the provided API. 

WeStore assumes that an adversary has access to the cloud 
storage platform and the source of crowd workers, but not 
to the list of workers who helped store a specific file or the 
memory prompts they provided. We further assume that the 
only way for anyone to access the memory details used as 
keys is to elicit them from the crowd workers’ memories. 

EVALUATION 
We first conducted a pre-study to validate that Amazon Me
chanical Turk workers can be brought back after significant 
time has passed. To do this we used two data sets of 100 
workers that were gathered 2 years prior and 6 months prior 
to the experiment. We issued 100 HITs to these workers, of
fering $0.25 to visit the task page and press the submit button 
(recruited using the process described in the “WeStore” sec
tion). Within 24 hours, 21 workers from 2 years ago and 43 
workers from 6 months ago had responded. 

We then conducted a feasibility evaluation of WeStore with 
180 individual crowd workers over the period of 30 days (a 
period influenced by [4]) in which we stored information in 
the crowd and recalled it later. In addition to demonstrating 
the end-to-end feasibility of the system, we also report on 
our findings regarding individual stages in the WeStore im
plementation of crowd storage. Workers were offered $0.35 
for completing the initial memory elicitation survey and the 
following retrieval survey. As an added incentive, they re
ceived a $0.10 bonus for each question answered the same in 
the retrieval survey as in the initial survey. 

Workers chose a wide variety of different memory types, in
cluding the following examples: 

•	 Jersey Fun - I took a trip to New Jersey with my girlfriend 
for the weekend. We went to the boardwalk and to the race 
track where we got to drive exotic cars. 

•	 hot and humid - Yesterday I spent a total of 6 hours outside 
on my property cutting grass with a push mower. My dog, 
Caesar, could see me from his large, fenced section of yard. 
It was very humid and I had to change all my clothes once. 
They were so wet I had to wring them out first. 

•	 Attended a Reading - Went to NYC. Saw Neil Gaiman read 
from his new book. I got a comic signed by him afterwards. 

Thirty days after the storage, we made a retrieval request. 
Of the 180 workers who originally responded, 81 (45%) re
sponded to the follow-up request within 24 hours. Overall, 

(a)
   “Describe the clothing you were wearing.”
   “What did you do immediately after?”
   “What did you eat after?”
    k=3
(b)
   “Describe your feelings during the event”
   “What did you eat after?”
    k=6

(c)
   “Describe the shoes you were wearing”
   “What did you eat after?”
    k=10

Figure 2. The effect of different question sets on image fidelity with a 
given mapping. This particular photo illustrates the impact of fidelity: 
(c) is a perfect reconstruction, (b) conveys the “gist” of the image but 
prevents identification of face, whereas little is conveyed by (a). 

30.4% of the answers were correct, as compared to the an
swers given previously. The accuracy rate for workers in 
the “yesterday,” “last month,” and “last year” categories were 
28.0%, 28.8% and 33.7%. The pairwise differences between 
“yesterday” and “last year” and “last month” and “last year” 
were significant (F1,25, p < 0.05). The difference between 
“yesterday” and “last month” were not detectably significant. 

The automated standardization of answers improved over
all accuracy by 19.2% (from 25.5% with no standardization 
to 30.4% with all methods applied). The overall accuracy 
with methods applied in sequence were as follows: trimming 
and removing punctuation (25.9%), converting to lowercase 
(29.5%), removing stop words (30.1%), applying automatic 
spelling correction (30.2%), stemming each word (30.4%), 
and finally removing spaces and vowels (30.4%). 

Manual coding of the errors revealed that 32.3% of the an
swers that did not match were semantically similar, but used 
different words to describe the same concept. For instance, 
the following answer pairs did not match for the question, 
“What did you do immediately prior?”: eat vs. had dinner, 
relaxed vs. relax a while, and talked with people vs. con
versed while waiting. For the prompt, “Describe the shoes 
you were wearing,” the following pairs did not match: Black 
and pink LA Gear shoes vs. pink and black tennis shoes, 
Heels vs. high heels, and clarks desert boots vs. Brown 
Clarks. Finally, for the question, “What did you eat after?” 
the following did not match, milk vs. glass of milk, soft drink 
vs. soda, and water vs. Ice Cold Water. Future work may 
improve performance by aligning answers like these. 

An important consideration for the security of the approach 
is the distribution of answers provided by the crowd. Over
all, 61.1% of the answers that we received were unique. The 
most repeated answers were “water” in response to what the 
worker ate or drank before the event, and “blue” and “black” 
for describing their clothing. Future work may explore how 
to design questions less likely to result in common answers. 

We also explored how the retrieval process could impact fi
delity. We restricted ourselves to the first 20 crowd workers 
to respond (simulating a starting set of 40), then k, the num
ber of workers who correctly match the target answers, varies 



by the questions that we chose to require. If we map val
ues 3, 5, 10 of k to JPEG compression levels 0.03, 0.10, and 
1.0, then the choice of questions parameterizes information 
retrieval, specifically the retrieval fidelity (Figure 2). 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have shown that we can store digital infor
mation in the crowd and retrieve it later. We have described 
design decisions that we made in creating WeStore, which 
stores information by using details of the existing memories 
elicited from crowd workers as encryption keys. 

Despite what we believe is a commonly held notion, we found 
that crowd workers (specifically those from Amazon Mechan
ical Turk) were fairly easy to bring back, which may have im
plications beyond crowd storage, e.g. in education and train
ing crowd workers to become experts. Future work may ex
plore how different crowds with different properties may be 
leveraged for crowd storage. For instance, a digital recording 
of an event may be best remembered by attendees at the event. 
Digital representations of rich multimedia recordings of such 
events could be tied to attendees’ ability to remember other 
details of the event [10]. This would build on prior work that 
has explored how people view the lifetime and legacy of their 
digital information by artificially adjusting its longevity [4]. 

While we have shown empirical results of WeStore perfor
mance, future work may look at what guarantees can be 
made. Existing applications of ephemeral storage expect 
strong guarantees on how long data can be stored and when 
it will no longer be recoverable, but human memory may be 
too complex to enforce such strong guarantees. Memories 
are encoded, stored, and retrieved using a variety of different 
processes that are understood to varying degrees [1]. Future 
work may instead make stronger probabilistic expectations of 
how likely data will be recoverable over time. The retrieval 
process itself would likely impact this probability as workers 
who are reminded of events during retrieval may find it easier 
to remember those events again later. As a result, data stored 
in this way may only be able to be retrieved once without 
changing its expected ephemerality. Future work considering 
these issues may find value in leveraging theories like dis
tributed cognition that describe how memories may already 
be embedded in the environment beyond the individual [5]. 

WeStore uses a set of questions that expect natural language 
answers as keys. An open question is how to design these 
questions to best support their use as cryptographic keys that 
both provide reliable access to data and maintain security, 
especially considering that these two qualities may be at odds. 
For instance, questions with too many possible answers may 
make it difficult for crowd workers to provide the same an
swer again later, whereas a question with too few possible 
answers may be easy to guess. To avoid brute force attacks, 
crowd storage relies on there being enough crowd workers 
and enough memories being elicited to make this approach 
too costly (or entirely infeasible). It remains to be seen if 
these qualities will hold in the real world and what support 
could be provided to help attain them. 

Our current conception of crowd storage is dependent on be
ing able to bring back (some fraction of) the same workers 

that were originally given the information to store. An inter
esting future direction would be to see how crowd members 
themselves could pass the storage of information on to others 
(not unlike the Crowd Physics concept for delivering material 
goods [8]). For instance, in some formulations a crowd mem
ber may be relieved of his or her duty to remember informa
tion by finding another crowd member willing to remember 
that information. This may allow crowd storage to operate 
robustly at longer timescales (perhaps even longer than the 
tenure or lifetime of a worker), although may introduce new 
challenges of coordination and incentivization. 

Future work may also consider how the crowd could store not 
only data but also program instructions that it (or some other 
group or process) would execute upon some trigger. Just as 
the Von Neumann architecture of a shared memory space for 
data and instructions represented an important advance in tra
ditional computing, storing both data and instructions in the 
collective memory may allow for richer human computation 
frameworks than available today. 
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